
WEEK FOUR PHYSICAL THERAPY: 

 

1)TAKE A DAILY WALK INSIDE 

YOUR HOUSE OR OUTSIDE WITH 

YOUR CHILD. 

 

         2)PERFORM ANY PHYSICAL  

            ACTIVITY YOU ALREADY DO  

            WITH YOUR CHILD. 

 

         3)  Child’s pose 

 

This posture helps the child to do a full stretch. It can reduce stress and help the kid relax. 

1. Kneel down with knees spread apart and toes touching each other. 

2. Bend forward to place the forehead on the mat or floor. Stretch the arms forward with the 

palms extended in front of the head. 

3. Move the lower half of the body such that the buttocks touch the heels. 

4. Inhale and exhale slowly in this pose and hold it for about 10-15 seconds. Repeat 3 times. 

NOTE: Demonstrate for your student, provide gentle guidance as needed.  Do not force 

student to participate.  Helpful directions: Say clearly “Sit and reach forward.” 

 



4)Standing calf stretch 
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Calf stretch helps in improving flexibility, decreasing soreness, and preventing injury. It is an 

effective exercise for the calf muscles. The exercise can be particularly good for active children . 

1. Stand in front of a wall that is three feet away. 

2. Place the hands on the wall for support. 

3. The right foot moves forward while the left foot stretches backward. Keep the hands on the 

wall 

4. Stretch leg such that the calf muscle is adequately stretched. 

5. Hold the position for a few seconds and repeat with the other leg. 

 

NOTE: Demonstrate for your child, provide gentle guidance as needed.  Do not force child 

to participate.  Helpful directions: Say clearly “Hands on wall.” 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Teacher/Therapist Name:  Don Ludwig, PT  

 

Program: Week 4, Program 1:  Gross Motor Play 

Direction :   

Walking: Take a brisk walk inside your house or outside with your child. 

Dancing: Dance to your favorite music with your child for 15 minutes.  Use jumping, high steps, 

sweeping arm movements, and rhythmic stepping. 

Frog Jumps: Perform 3 sets of 10 of Frog Jumps with maximal squat.  

Jumping Jacks: Perform 3 sets of 10 of Jumping Jacks   
 

Student Response:    Invigorated walk. Fun / coordinated dance. Coordinated jumping.  Fun / explosive 

jumps. 
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Program:  Week 4, Program 2:  Gross Motor Skills 

Direction :   

Ball Throw / Catch:   Catch and throw any size ball with your child from a comfortable distance for 4 

minutes. 

Balance:  In standing, pick up one foot and hold for maximal duration. Hold child’s hand (s) if 

difficult. Repeat 4 times.  

Upper Extremities:   In standing or seated position, perform arms circles with extended arms in the 

forward and reverse directions for 30 seconds. Repeat 3 times.  

Lower Extremities:  In standing or seated position, march in place with knees high until winded. 

Repeat 2 times.  Sing a song as you perform to motivate.  
 

Student Response:  Improved upper extremity strength, ROM, and coordination. Improved lower 

extremity strength, endurance. Improved balance. 
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